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Farm Control SBE by Arntjen - the smart control for dairy cow barns -.
!
24/7 overview of your barn systems, e.g. temperature, rain, wind, humidity,
W
E
ammonia, etc. Control of curtains, fans, lighting and much more.
N

State-of-the-art barn technology
Developed in cooperation with farmers around the globe!
!
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Arntjen Curtain-Systems

Arntjen Doors

Arntjen Lighting Ridges

Arntjen-LED-LIGHT

Arntjen Throughs

Calf Hutches

Arntjen Stabling

Slurry Mixers

Arntjen Germany
D-26180 Rastede
Tel:
(0 44 02) - 92 40 0
Fax:
(0 44 02) - 92 40 92

GmbH
E-Mail:
Internet:

info@arntjen.com
www.arntjen.com

Oversized Fans 7m

Scraper Systems

Comfort Beds

Arntjen

Germany
GmbH

D-26180 Rastede
Tel: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 92

E-mail: info@arntjen.com
Internet: www.arntjen.com

Curtain: opens from top to bottom

Curtain Dual: opens top/bottom, shadow effect

ISO Lift-Windows

Fold up Door

Ventilation/lighting ridge

Ridge with Air flaps

ISO-Lighting ridge M4 (DBGM) Type Germany

Parlour Fan

GMBH
An der Brücke 33-35
D-26180 Rastede
Tel: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 0 E-mail: info@arntjen.com
Fax: +49 (0) 4402 - 9240 - 92 Internet: www.arntjen.com

components
Arntjen calf-hutch

Feeding system
Compact for Calf Hutch
Small and Large

Multilock holds suckling
bucket and other
accessories

3. Ridges/Lights
4. Fans
5. Beddings
6. Waterers
7. Cow brush

06957
06889
03214
03465
06958
06959
06960
06961

Feed System Compact for small/big
hay rack for small/big
feed bucket for small/big
add. bucket holder (ring) for small/big
teat-bucket holder solid for small/big
calf bucket with teat
Multilock holds suckling bucket and other
accessories
door strips

03873
03219
03220
03221
09326
03559
07226

calf-hutch group with threshold
calf-hutch maxi with threshold

03224
03466

hay rack for group/maxi
Feeding trough for Group/Maxi, plastic with
bucket holder
door strips

03225
05540

dimensions and technical data without obligation.
Prices in €uro plus taxes, EXW issued: 01.09.22

8. Calf hutch

Calf-hutch maxi

s4000

s4001

further developments, improvements,

8. Calf Hutch page 1

dimensions and prices are subject to change.

9. Barn equipment

calf-hutch group

The optimum way to rear calves:
- user friendly fence
- saving costs by breeding as the calf
quicker develops, and the calf
weaning period is being shortened
- hutch is made of polyester reinforced
with fibreglass, that is why it is not
affected by UV-radiation
- the shape of the hutch makes ventilation
openings unnecessary and thereby
preventing draughts
The calf hutch prevents any light from
penetrating, while the white colour
reflects sunlight. This keeps the hutch
cool in relatively high temperatures. The
hutch offers good hygiene. It does not
have any seams or profiles in which dirt
can collect. Medication expenses and
visits from the vet will decline and lower
the pressure of infection and illness.
- hutch and fence can be folded
- two wheels to move the whole hutch
- hardwood threshold
Technical data:
calf hutch made of polyester reinforced
by glass fibre
(length x width x height):
small:
150 x 120 x 125 cm
big:
200 x 120 x 140 cm
fence:
150 x 120 x 100 cm
group hutch for up to 5 calves:
260 x 225 x 180 cm
fence:
225 x 225 x 105 cm
maxi hutch for up to 10 calves:
245 x 450 x 200 cm
fence for maxi: 290 x 450 x 105 cm
Complete systems:
hutch with fence, threshold and 1
bucket holder
calf-hutch small
calf-hutch big
calf-hutch group (incl.holder f. 5
buckets)
calf-hutch maxi (incl.holder f. 10
buckets)
calf-hutch small with threshold
calf-hutch small with bars, without thresh.
calf-hutch big with threshold
calf-hutch big with bars, without threshold

10. Slurry mixers

calf-hutch big

Arntjen calf-hutch

11. Pumps / scrapers

calf-hutch
small

ordNo.

description

2. Doors

1. Curtains

Germany

12. Special products

Arntjen

